Lipstick, lace, and longing : constructions of femininity inside a Russian prison by Moran, D. et al.
Despite the paucity of research into women's imprisonment, Western scholars have
identified the gendered nature of incarceration, and the institutional `refeminisation'
resultant from a pervasive perception that criminal women offend not only against
the rule of law but also against accepted gender roles. We argue that Russia's
exceptional and exclusionary geography of women's imprisonment, encompassing
both the remote prison-community assemblages of the carceral system and the
Foucauldian internal spaces of the prison institution, combined with a particular
set of rehabilitative and educational processes, seeks to rescript criminal women
toward a predetermined `ideal' of Russian womanhood. Further, although the carceral
state imposes upon women inmates a curious fusion of Sovietised gender sensibilities,
in ways we will describe in the following pages, women prisoners may exhibit a capacity
to resist.
The paper is in three sections. First, we present the geographical and conceptual
context, considering women's imprisonment in general and imprisonment in Russia
in particular, providing historical and geographical context for contemporary patterns
of incarceration, and exploring feminist understandings of the imprisoned female body.
In the substantive second part of the paper, we draw upon our empirical research
carried out inside three women's prisons in Mordovia, Russian Federation, as well
as on media sources portraying women's imprisonment, to consider the ways in which
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Abstract. This paper examines the construction of femininity within Russian women's prisons. On the
basis of fieldwork carried out in three women's prisons in the secure and restricted penal zone within
Mordovia, Russian Federation, we present unique and original qualitative data, as well as a critical
engagement with contemporary Russian press sources. Starting from the assumption that the (free)
female body is a particular target of Foucauldian disciplinary power, in that gender is a discipline
which produces bodies and identities and operates as an effective form of social control, we examine
the ways in which this disciplinary power of gender is compounded by bodily imprisonment. Criminal
women are often considered not only to have broken the law but also to have offended against their
culturally specific gender role expectations, and punishment applied to women prisoners is
grounded not on what women are like, but on how women `ought' to behave in a particular cultural
context, with interventions coercing or persuading women to reintegrate into a recognisably
`feminine' form. We uncover Russia's exceptional and exclusionary geography of women's imprison-
ment, and rehabilitative and educational processes, including a beauty pageant, which seek to
rescript criminal women toward a predetermined `ideal' of Russian womanhood, and also explore the
ways in which women seek to resist.
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the `refeminisation' of inmates is attempted via rehabilitation and education, and via the
medium of the prison beauty pageant. Finally, we present concluding remarks and discuss
intentions for future research.
Refeminisation and the institution of the prison
Criminal women not only break the law but also offend against gender role expecta-
tions (Carlen, 2002), and punishment applied to women prisoners tends to be grounded
not on what women are like, but on how women `ought' to behave (Wahidin and Tate,
2005, page 62) in a particular cultural context. Interventions during imprisonment tend
to focus on coercing or persuading women to reintegrate into a recognisably `feminine'
form (Malloch, 1999, page 350). `Refeminisation' has long been recognised as a char-
acteristic of female imprisonment, from Price's work on women in the US prison
system, in which he describes them doing ``the laundry, sewing, and other `female
tasks' for the correctional system'' (1977, page 105), to Carlen's study of women in
the Scottish Prison Service, where they were taught not ``general survival skills which
would help them to live without a man'' but, rather, skills to help them `` fill their place
in the ideal family'' (Carlen, 1983, page 16). South African women prisoners engage in
`` doll-making, sewing, macrame
¨
and cooking'' (Dirsuweit, 1999, page 75). Bosworth
(1999, page 107) emphasises women's capacity for resistance to hegemonic discourses
of `proper' femininity, pointing out that, although `` idealized femininity... underpins
much of the daily routine of women's prisons'', the effect of women's imprisonment is
the creation `` not just [of] a `disciplined', `docile' or `law abiding' self, but of a feminine
identity'' (stress in original)öand not a single, uniform representation of femininity,
but one in which women construct competing feminine identities through which they
may `` resist some of the disempowering effects of imprisonment'' (page 107).
Prisons are, therefore, not simply institutions which (cor)respond to crime; rather,
they are reflective of and mediate social, political, and cultural values, both at the level
of the carceral state, and at the level of the individual prison. Neither are prisons
independent of their geographical context and surroundings. In Russia, the legacy of
the Stalinist Gulag
(1)
and later Soviet imprisonment practices has generated specialist
penal regions with long histories, where local populations are dependent upon prisons
(2)
not only for employment, but also for a sense of local and professional identity and
patriotic attachment to the Russian state. The penal geography of Russia (see Moran,
2004; Pallot, 2005; 2007; Pallot et al, forthcoming), with many prisons located in remote
regions, ensures that many prisoners are still sent great distances to serve their sentences,
and that dependent local communities experience a degree of geographical isolation and
insularity.
The specific context of society and the penal system in Russia, as a society with
high imprisonment rates, is heavily influenced by the legacy of the USSR. The history
of the Gulag is well known but recent research has increased understanding of the
details of the penal experience in the Soviet period (for example, Afanas'ev and Kozlov,
2004 ^ 05; Gheith, 2007; Smykalin, 1998). Continuities with the Soviet period include
high imprisonment rates, in a context where sending people to prison remains the
(1)
Gulag is the Russian acronym for the Chief Administration of Corrective Labour Camps and
ColoniesöGlavnoye Upravlenie Ispravitel'no-Trudovykh Lagerei i Kolonii. The term `Gulag'
generally denotes the Soviet (especially Stalinist) penal labour system.
(2)
A note on terminology and translation. In Russia, most people sentenced to custody serve their
sentences in a koloniya, or penal colony. Cellular tyurmy or `prisons' also exist, but they are a very
small subset of the whole. For ease of understanding, the English term `prison' has been used in
this paper in preference to c`olony'. Each of the correctional facilities discussed is a `koloniya'
in Russian. For a full description of terminology see Piacentini (2004a, pages 3 ^ 4).
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courts' punishment of choice (in part a result of the weak development of alternatives
to imprisonment, despite the state's commitment to them). Russia still sends people to
geographically peripheral locations to serve their sentences, particularly in the case
of women. In terms of Russia's prison populations, these are now slowly beginning
to resemble those of the West, with high levels of drug-related sentences rather than
imprisonment on political grounds, and fewer people in prison for offences that were
once crimes in the Soviet period; economic crime has been redefined since the fall of
the USSR. The barbaric conditions in Russia's prisons reported by the United Nations
Special Rapporteur on Torture in 1994 (UN Economic and Social Council, 1994,
page 19, cited in Council of Europe, 1996) have precipitated comprehensive reform,
incorporated into the Russian Penal Code, but, like all reforms, some changes have
been implemented and realised and some have not. Russian prisons remain vastly
underresearched, and, notwithstanding some landmark studies such as Al'pern (2001;
2004), Oleinik (2001; 2007), and Piacentini (2004a), the Russian penal authorities
remain intensely secretive, even paranoid, about investigation.
The ability of the Russian women's prison to reflect and mediate social, political,
and cultural values, including gender role expectations, is heightened by its institu-
tional embeddedness within the carcass of the Soviet penal monolith, the resultant
macrogeographical/microgeographical context in which prison guards live, and the value
structure to which they subscribe. As Pallot et al (forthcoming) describe, the imperatives
of the Soviet state, wherein penal labour colonies were located close to raw material
resources in whose extraction zeks
(3)
were deployed, bequeathed to Russia a penal
geography of distance, with coexistent macroscale isolation and microscale concentra-
tion. The contemporary penal `heartland' (Pallot et al, forthcoming) consists of clusters
of prisons in remote rural areas at a distance from centres of population. Inmates are
guarded by prison officers, some of whom trace their family ancestry to Stalinist-Gulag-
era guards, are born and bred in the penal heartland, and maintain a professional,
personal, and highly patriotic attachment to the Prison Service both nationally and
locally (Pallot et al, forthcoming; Piacentini, 2004a; 2004b).
As Piacentini et al (forthcoming) identify, although the 1990s saw campaigns to
reduce the Russian prison population and to reform the legislative and organisational
structure of criminal justice, a decade later tensions have surfaced between the penal
reform movement and penal authorities over the legacy of Soviet punishment.
Although a discontinuous veneer of human rights agendas and European monitoring
has been applied, the Soviet vernacular persists, in the form of crumbling build-
ings, perimeter fences and watchdogs, a penal vocabulary of ispravlenie (correction),
vospitanie (education), and otryad (dormitory detachment), and the persistent geogra-
phy of penalty, which sustain historical continuities with a Soviet penal-military fabric.
But, above all, it is the employees of the prison service who embody and invigorate
these continuities, passing on penal identities from one generation of prison officers to
another. These identities become sedimented in the introverted communities character-
istic of penal regions, and embedded in these communities are power hierarchies which
tend to inhibit new ideas and to impose continuity on penal practice. The consequent
impact on women prisoners is that Soviet attitudes to women who have offended have
been carried forward through Sovietised gender sensibilities.
(3)
`Zek' is an abbreviated form of the Russian zaklyuchyenny, or prisoner, used for an inmate of
a Soviet labour or prison camp.
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Women in the Russian penal system
On 1 December 2007, 888200 people were incarcerated in the Russian Federation, of
whom 64100 or 7.2% were women.
(4)
Although still a small fraction of the total prison
population, the percentage is higher than that for England and Wales at 5.7%, and the
European average of 4.4% (Walmsley, 2006), and the figure has increased by 80% since
2000. If current trends continue, the figure is set to double by 2010.
Women's experience of imprisonment in Russia is exceptional and exclusionary
in relation to the majority male experience. Many of the characteristics of prison life
are common to both men and women; there are communal dormitories (rather than
cellular confinement), compulsory prison labour, different levels of privileges
assigned on the basis of good behaviour, and facilities for punishment and isolation
cells for those in breach of prison rules. However, a critical difference is in the
assignment of the place of imprisonmentöwhere the sentence will actually be
served. Although the 1996 Penal Code states that individuals sentenced to imprison-
ment should serve their sentences in their home region, `minority' groups such as
those serving life sentences, those infected with HIV, and women, are exempt from
this condition. Of Russia's 760 correctional facilities, only forty six accommodate
women, and these are unevenly distributed across space (see figure 1), and away from
the major centres of population from which prisoners are drawn.
(5)
Almost one
quarter of Russia's women's prisons are concentrated in only five
(6)
of its eight-two
regions. Women are, therefore, more commonly sent `out of region' to serve their
sentences than are men, with concomitant impacts on maintaining connections with
home and family (Pallot, 2008). A census carried out by the Penal Service in 1999
found that whereas 12.2% of all prisoners (male and female) were incarcerated in a
1 : 30 000 000
Figure 1. Distribution of women's prisons in the Russian Federation.
(4)
Moscow Centre for Prison Reform (http://www.prison.org/penal/stat/index.shtml).
(5)
The Central Federal District, with 26% of the Russian population, has just one women's prison,
whereas two thirds are located in the Volga and Urals Federal Districts, which together have less
than half of the population.
(6)
Perm', Mordovia, Chuvash, Sverdlovsk, and Chelyabinsk have ten prisons between them.
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region other than that in which their residence was registered, or that in which they
were sentenced, the figure for women alone was 43.6% (Kharakteristika 2001,
page 56).
Men's prisons are differentiated by the strictness of regime. For men, the place of
imprisonment is dependent upon the severity of the offence committed. Men serving
long sentences for severe offences are sentenced to imprisonment in strict regime
prisons, which tend to be located in geographically remote areas, often necessitating
sentencing `out of region', but for less serious offences they are imprisoned closer to
home. The principal concession to reducing the distance travelled by women to their
place of imprisonment is that the differentiation of women's prisons according to
regime has ceased. The most serious female offenders are now sent to their nearest
facility rather than to one of the former `strict regime' prisons. However, in the
now undifferentiated women's prisons, and in stark contrast to the conditions of
confinement of men, violent and repeat offenders are incarcerated and accommodated
alongside first offenders imprisoned for relatively minor crimes.
For Russian women, the gendered nature of imprisonment has some advantages.
They are exempt from the death penalty,
(7)
and there are special provisions in the
Penal Code relating to the maternal role (although this could be argued to dispropor-
tionately privilege women's role as mothers); pregnant women or those with children
under fourteen can have their sentence reduced or suspended if convicted of an offence
carrying a tariff of less than five years. Some prisons have nurseries for children where
they may stay with their mother until three years of age, and women with children in
the prison nursery receive superior rations. Both male and female prisoners receive
wages for compulsory prison work, out of which the prison deducts a large proportion
(sometimes almost all) to cover the cost of subsistence. The remainder can be sent
home as remittances, spent in the prison shop, or saved for release. Women with
children in the prison nursery are allowed to keep up to 50% of their earnings from
prison work (Al'pern, 2001, page 76), and they cannot be placed in punishment cells
or subjected to e`nhanced severity' punishment (King, 1994; Mikhlin and King, 1998).
Although these concessions are significant, in the context of the exclusionary geog-
raphy of women's punishment, they represent a minor amelioration of the prison
condition. Al'pern (2004, page 113) argues that prison officers tend to be condemna-
tory or patronising towards mothers, some accusing women of becoming pregnant
to modify their sentence, or identifying them as `bad' mothers; and personnel working
in prison nurseries are convinced that the institution is better able `to give the children
a childhood' than their biological mothers. Although the Penal Code requires that
mothers have unlimited access to their children in the prison nursery, in all but one
of the eleven with nurseries contact has been restricted. According to the Penal Code,
mothers with children in prison nurseries ought to be able to spend all of their spare
time with their children, but surveys have reported that this is not always achieved
(Al'pern, 2001). The impact of these actions and attitudes of prison staff would be
significant even if the women prisoners were close to home and received regular visits
from friends and family who might otherwise support a young mother (although
prison authorities prevent children in the prison nursery from meeting the mothers'
visitors, in case of infection); Russia's geography of punishment means that women are
separated by distance from these support structures, and that the role of preparing
women for life after release, and the role they are to play in society, falls to prison
personnel.
(7)
At present the death penalty is also suspended for men.
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Femininity as a disciplining power
Foucault exposed the ways in which modern society and its institutions have subjected
the body to new disciplines of control, with the effect of rendering bodies `docile'. The
mechanisms and tactics of power focused on individual bodies and populations,
he termed `biopower'. When discussing the disciplinary practices and technologies of
power that produced `docile bodies', it could be argued that Foucault's theorisation
paid insufficient attention to the gendered differentiation of the bodies rendered d`ocile'.
Bartky (1988) and King (2004) argue that the failure to acknowledge the extent to
which gender `` determines the techniques and degrees of discipline exerted on the
body'' (King, 2004, page 29) is a significant flaw in Foucault's thesis. King (2004)
sees the female body as a particular target of Foucauldian disciplinary power, in that
gender, specifically femininity, is a discipline that produces bodies and identities and
operates as an effective form of social control. Femininity could, therefore, be viewed
as a form of `` applied biopower'', part of the `` explosion of numerous and diverse
techniques for achieving the subjugations of bodies and the control of populations''
(Foucault, 1998, page 140). Critically, Foucauldian disciplinary practices `` engender the
`docile bodies' of women, ... bodies more docile than the bodies of men'' (Bartky, 1988,
page 95).
Within the criminological literature, the idea of gender as a form of social control is
well established. Gender is viewed as both a social structure and a social process: the
social structure referring to the gendered configurations of social life that characterise
any contemporary or historical society, and the social process being the activities and
practices through which females and males absorb, enact, and perform their roles as
`women' and `men' (Chesney-Lind, 1997, Daly, 1994, Flynn, 2003, Miller, 1998, Tong,
1984). However, feminities are multiple and diverse; some are emancipatory and some
oppressive, in the way in which their social structures and processes affect the feminin-
ities that women `perform' in their mutual construction and contestation (Laurie et al,
1999).
If the disciplinary power of modernity and femininity renders female bodies `docile'
then criminal offending is associated with an opposite effect. Chesney-Lind and
Eliason (2006) identify a discourse which ascribes an association between the feminist
movement and women's crime. According to this `masculinisation' theory, `` the same
forces that propel men into violence will increasingly produce violence in women and
girls once they are freed from the constraints of their gender'' (page 31). Feminist
scholarship in the West has found that penal systems are not gender neutral, and legal
practices, sentencing, and imprisonment forms actively discriminate against women,
in response to their perceived defeminisation (Bosworth, 1999). They reinforce `tradi-
tional' stereotypes of domesticity and motherhood by which women prisoners are
coerced/persuaded to integrate, and against which they may find the capacity for
resistance.
But what is recognisably `feminine'? As Laurie et al (1999, page 196) have argued,
geography and gender cannot be thought about separately, as ``social and spatial
processes are inextricably linked together through the gendering of spaces and the
making of identities through places, sites and networks.'' What constitutes femininity,
then, varies in both time and space. The female body in the contemporary Russian
context is inscribed with a set of culturally and historically specific practices, and
subject to political and economic forces contingent upon the Soviet and post-Soviet
context, and is itself extremely fluid, complicated, and contradictory. At risk of
oversimplifying the work of Ashwin (2002), Buckley (1992), Lapidus (1978), and
also Voznesenskaya (1986), in the early years of the Soviet system, the state institu-
tionalised gender roles according to the needs of the communist state. Soviet women
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were defined as `worker-mothers' whose duty was to work, produce future generations
of workers, and fulfil a domestic role. The state provided `protection' via social support
and child care, and `independence' through paid employment. However, domestic
functions remained in the private sphere, and domestic work was understood as
essentially a female pursuit. `Natural' gender differences shaped women's integration
into the workforce, and their roles as wives, mothers, and homemakers. In the later
Soviet period, a greater emphasis was placed on femininity, in part to encourage a
higher birth rate. In the post-Soviet era, the institutional and ideological underpinnings
of Soviet gender relations began to dissolve, and high unemployment rates prioritised
male employment, reinforcing motherhood and the domestic sphere as female respon-
sibilities. Such changes seem conducive to a move towards a `traditional' (although not
historically traditional in Russia) family with a male breadwinner and a female home-
maker. But, while this `traditional' view of femininity is prevalent in Russian popular
media and political discourse, among young Russian women the post-Soviet era has
seen a `` reproduction of the Soviet-style family in which women share the burden of
breadwinning, yet play the primary role within the domestic sphere'' (Ashwin, 2002,
page 12), whilst still others are being mobilised into the sex industry (Hughes, 2000).
However, in the post-Soviet era of high unemployment and the emasculation of men
in terms of their role as the primary breadwinner, Russian gender ideology is
decidedly fluid and nebulous, and may vary in its expression both spatially and
according to the degree of institutionalisation. In this study, we therefore acknowl-
edge but seek to go beyond the importation model commonly invoked in penal research,
in which it is argued that prison subculture is a microcosm of street subculture (Irwin and
Cressey, 1962). We prefer to follow Zaitzow and Thomas's (2003) reconceptualisation,
asking how gender-based culture imported from beyond the prisonöbut, critically,
not just by prisoners themselvesöshapes women's experience of imprisonment.
Methodological and ethical issues
The following section of the paper draws upon empirical data collected through
conversations with female inmates, and prison governors, guards, and rehabilitation
and education personnel from three prisons in the secure and restricted Zubovo-
Polyanskii district of the Republic of Mordovia, Russian Federation, undertaken in
2007. It also presents contemporary material collected from the Russian national and
local press, and promotional material disseminated by the Russian Federal Prison
Service (Federal'naya Sluzhba Isspolneniya Nakazaniya, or FSIN).
Since the research context was rather unusual, we next describe the circumstances of
data collection. The research for the paper was carried out during a window of oppor-
tunity when Western researchers were permitted access to three women's prisons in
Mordovia. FSIN is a closed, secretive organisation, which in the past has not engaged
in prison research of its own and has discouraged the gaze of outsiders. Research access
is, therefore, exceptionally difficult to negotiate, and the research process itself is fraught
with logistical, linguistic, and ethical challenges, is always subject to the vagaries
of institutional and international politics, and is strictly controlled by FSIN, which
considers practical issues of security and institutional arrangements alongside the
perception of the prison system when allowing outsiders in. Prison research anywhere
in the world involves complicated ethical issues (for a discussion, see Israel, 2004; King
and Winup, 2007; Roberts and Indermaur, 2003), and this is doubly the case in Russia,
which has a weak tradition of respect for prisoners' human rights.
In each Russian region, prisons are referred to by number rather than name; the
prisons selected by FSIN for our study (and, as such, deemed suitable for visits by
outside observers) were Prisons 2, 8, and 14 in the Republic of Mordovia. In designing
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the qualitative research for this project, the normal protocols about informed consent
were explained to the penal authorities and we sought confirmation that these had
been followed in obtaining volunteers for questionnaire survey and conversation.
Empirical data was collected by the three coauthors working with Russian researchers
approved by FSIN, using a survey instrument and questions previously approved by
the prison authorities. An FSIN-approved anonymous self-completion questionnaire
was administered by the prison authorities in advance of our visit in two of the prisons
selected for study. The questionnaire asked a set of questions about women's place of
residence before incarceration, their family situation, their history of imprisonment
(where this was not their first custodial sentence), the frequency with which they
received letters, telephone calls, and visits from friends and family, their education,
their experience of training and work within the prison, and their preparation for and
intentions after release. We were not permitted to photocopy or to remove the ninety
original completed questionnaires from the prisons, but transcribed the data directly
from them by hand. It was evident that prisoners had been allowed to complete the
questionnaires themselves rather than dictating responses to a scribe, meaning that
illiterate prisoners had been excluded. The survey was followed by conversations with
thirty-six prisoners in Russian. These prisoners were survey respondents, but we were
not permitted to identify their completed questionnaires. We were under no illusion
as to the representativeness of our sample; prisoners adjudged suitable by the prison
authorities for participation in the research (on the basis of their physical, psycho-
logical, and emotional state, and with concern for their health and well-being)
were offered the opportunity to volunteer to take part. As with any prison research,
this process generates a skewed sample probably including disproportionately well-
adjusted, emotionally stable respondents. All of our conversations were with prisoners
enjoying e`nhanced privileges'öthat is, being rewarded for good behaviour. For most,
this was their first custodial sentence, but many had committed serious offences
carrying high tariffs, and had several years of their sentences yet to serve. Our
impression was that participation in the research represented a welcome break
from prison routine, but we cannot exclude the possibility that prisoners had an
instrumental reason for volunteering and perceived that some benefit might accrue
to them. Although our own ethical procedures meant that we stated to all respon-
dents that we were outwith the penal system and had no influence within the prisons,
the fact that Russian penal culture rewards activities demonstrating compliance
with the prison regime might mean that prisoners did, indeed, benefit in some way
beyond our knowledge. We reflect further on the ethical implications of this research
later in the paper.
Conversations each lasted between twenty and forty minutes, and covered topics
approved in advance by the prison authorities. Each had to be conducted in the
presence of a prison officer, generating an unavoidably unequal power relationship
between researcher and respondent. Our request that only female officers be present
was frequently violated. At least two prison guards were present at any time, always
within earshot of the conversation, and sometimes in the prisoner's line of vision. The
presence of guards ensured that the line of questions did not deviate from the submitted
list of topics. We were allowed to ask about the social relations between prisoners, and
about friendship groups and life in the communal dormitories, but our impression was
that the nature of the prisoners themselves and the circumstances of the conversations
restricted the range of responses. We did not ask about the offences for which women
were imprisoned, although they usually volunteered this information. At all times, we
tried to be sensitive to prisoners' circumstances, establishing, for example, how much of
their sentence they had left to serve before asking potentially upsetting questions about
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plans to return home. Similarly, we did not ask incriminating questionsöfor example,
about lesbian relationships, which are forbidden in prison.
(8)
Conversations took place in quiet spaces within the prisons, such as the library, the
prison psychologist's office, and a reading room within a dormitory building. On one
occasion, prisoners from the Russian equivalent of an open prison (Prison 8) were
brought to meet us in the local FSIN administration building. All conversations
were taped, and may also have been transcribed, but we were not permitted access
to either the recordings or the transcriptions, and neither were we allowed to take
written notes during the conversations themselves. Notes were, therefore, made in the
downtime between conversations and in the evenings. These unusual and highly
restrictive conditions of research meant that it was not usually possible to produce
verbatim interview quotations, except where these were noted immediately after a
conversation. Prison officers, including governors, psychologists, overseers of commu-
nal prisoner dormitories, prison doctors, personnel from the prison nursery, and staff
tasked with particular forms of rehabilitation such as education or domestic skills,
were also interviewed, but never in isolation from colleagues. These conversations,
carried out with all three Western researchers present, were not recorded, and we
were permitted to take verbatim notes.
In addition to the more formal processes of survey and conversation, the research
team was taken on accompanied tours of the facilities in Prisons 2 and 14, viewing the
communal dormitories, sewing factories, canteens, the mother and child units, visiting
rooms, prison libraries, washing and toilet facilities, outside spaces, and a prerelease
rehabilitation unit, as well as providing an audience for a brief concert from the small
prisoner choir in a newly built Russian Orthodox church (within Prison 14), and a
reprisal of examples of singing and dancing performed by prisoners. Some were
examples of acts performed at the usual monthly concert common in Russian prisons,
whereas others were examples from the beauty pageant discussed later in the paper.
The tours were organised and controlled by the prison authoritiesöunderstandably,
since bringing visitors into a carceral space necessitates changes to the flow control
and security regimes. However, there were certainly areas of the prisons which were
concealed from view, and groups of prisoners confined to their dormitories. We
were allowed to take notes during the tours and to speak to the prisoners selected
to meet us, although these interactions were closely surveilled. On one occasion, when
a prisoner began, apparently unexpectedly, to converse with us in English, she was
quickly silenced.
The challenges of research within Russian prisons are considerable, especially in
terms of interpreting the material generated. We are acutely aware of the limitations
of the data, and throughout this paper we critically reflect on both the responses of
prisoners and guards, and the press sources which corroborate the issues we have
studied. The conversations, therefore, inform this work less as a central data source
and more as a set of coordinates for a contextual understanding which enables us to
make sense both of our own observations within the prisons and of secondary sources.
An important secondary source has been local and national media reports, many of
which originate from FSIN press releases, lightly edited for publication in a compliant
media. Here, the partial nature of press coverage is useful; this material provides
a perspective on the way FSIN itself views women's imprisonment and the image
of women's rehabilitation which it wishes to project.
(8)
Women prisoners can be punished for lesbianism with three months in the prison disciplinary
block, under Article 115 of the Russian Criminal Code (Al'pern, 2001, page 32).
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Lipstick, lace, and longing
The perception that criminality and imprisonment somehow defeminise women
appears to be prevalent amongst those connected with or studying the criminal justice
system in Russia. As Valery Abramkin, director of the Moscow Centre for Prison
Reform, explained in a radio interview in 2003.
‘‘We have found that there is a critical point [in a prison term] after which an
irreversible change in mentality occurs, and in women it comes twice as quickly
as in men. In men it is three to four years, but in women the irreversible changes
happen in only one and a half to two years. The most terrible consequence of
imprisonment for a woman is that even if she does not reoffend and come back
to prison, her ability to be a homemaker, at the centre of the home, a normal wife
and mother, is lost or diminished.''
(9)
Rehabilitation for women prisoners in Mordovia involves a range of activities
and interventions including social work and psychology, health services, counselling
sessions, basic education, knitting and reading circles, occasional plays and concerts,
church services, use of a library, aerobics classes, and sometimes transfers to koloniya
poseleniya, a form of `open prison'. However a central organising logic of women
prisoners' rehabilitation in Russia is the prevention or correction of this perceived
loss of the `normal' feminine role at the centre of the domestic home. `Lipstick, lace,
and longing' is shorthand for the codependent strands of refeminisation identified
particularly in Mordovia, and also in the media depiction of Russian women's
prisons more generally. Explicitly, it refers to the intertwined themes of beauty and
heteronormative domesticity which characterise the discourses of rehabilitation for
life on the outside, and specifically under a male gaze.
Lipstick and lace
Annual beauty pageants for prisoners combine a beauty contest with demonstrations
of domestic abilities and traditional `passive' feminine virtues. Beauty pageants in
Russia have a relatively short history, and a subtly different signification to the one
they enjoy in the West. As Waters (1993, page 124) has written, the beauty pageant
in late Soviet society was a forum in which `` the beauty queen was made compatible
with existing notions of Soviet womanhood. ... [W]omen are loving, caring and beau-
tiful'' (stress in original). When the first All-Union Beauty Contest of 1989 (intended,
without irony, to celebrate International Women's Day on 8 March) heralded the
arrival of the beauty pageant in the USSR, it represented a shift towards the Western
lifestyles and democratic values promoted in Perestroika society. However, the contests
themselves were Sovietisedö`` the spiritual essence of beauty found a ready resonance
in Soviet thinking'' (page 122). The ball gown was more prevalent than the bathing suit,
and the connotations of beauty were `` redemption, virtue and hope rather than pleas-
ure and danger'' (page 122). Redemption was key. Beauty pageants were perceived to help
the women taking part in them; psychologists were reported to have found that feeling
beautiful improved women's sense of well-being and their work performance (Kishchik
in Waters, 1993). Pageants became widespread and popular in the USSR, and were
introduced by the penal authorities into women's prisons, with the same redemptive
qualities being reported. The winner of Miss Koloniya 1990ökoloniya translates approx-
imately to prison (ie `Miss Prison')öin the Ryazan Educational-Labour Prison for juvenile
female offenders was reported in the media to have undergone a miraculous transfor-
mation from an aggressive and truculent teenager; after the contest, she apparently
`` melted', and her `` cynicism and unnaturally abrasive manner disappeared without trace''
(9)
Valery Abramkin, Moscow Centre for Prison Reform, speaking to Christina Gorelik on Radio
Freedom, 14 May 2003 (http://www.hro.org/editions/press/0503/19/19050303.htm).
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(Savchenko in Waters, 1993, pages 122 ^ 123). Even in their earliest incarnations, prison
beauty pageants were, therefore, seen as public-spirited and personally transformative
events.
Today's pageant is the high point of the prison social calendar, and some competi-
tions are reported in the local and national mediaöwhere the narrative device of
personal transformation is frequently deployed. In line with Russian pageants more
widely, prison pageants are a late-Soviet and post-Soviet phenomenon. They began
haphazardly in the 1990s, with different prisons choosing their own titles, such as
`Miss Koloniya' before the more sonorous `Miss Vyesna' (Miss Spring) replaced names
which referred overtly to incarceration:
‘‘The organisers decided that, even though they are incarcerated, they are all still
women.''
(10)
The format of pageants varies, but, in general, participants compete in front of
an audience of their peers within each prison, and a panel judges their appearance and
costumes, responses in an interview, and performances of singing and dancing. Pag-
eants are held around 8 March to mark International Women's Day. Each otryad
(a dormitory detachment housing up to one hundred women), in conjunction with
the guard overseeing the otryad, chooses its own representative, and these c`ollectives'
sew costumes in accordance with the competition rulesörepresenting, for example,
flowers, Greek goddesses, chess queens, and fantasy uniformsöand also help with
hairstyles and makeup, lyrics, and choreography. Where women's prisons are clustered
together, the individual prison winners compete against one other; in Mordovia, the
grand final is held in a local strict-regime men's prison, in front of an audience of male
prisoners, and is judged by a panel of governors of all the penal subregion's prisons, all
of whom, in 2007, were men. The panel selects a winner, and the second prize goes to
the competitor who elicits the loudest clapping from the audience.
These beauty pageants, therefore, take place under a male gaze in which the
distinction is blurred between the hierarchy of men who exercise direct power over
women's bodies and those who, although kept at a distance by the guards patrolling
the aisles during the contest, are a reminder of the gendered structures of power which
await women at the end of their sentences.
As in pageants more widely, the importance of beauty itself is downplayed;
‘‘It's not just about beauty. It's also about singing dancing, talent, elegance, being
interviewed and so on. And they make their own outfits.''
(11)
‘‘Nine girls battled to win the title of the most beautiful in the prison. They not only
had to be beautifully presented, but also to have talent in public speaking, acting,
and applying make-up.''
(12)
‘‘[It's] their own way of marking the international holiday and of showing that it is
possible to be charming and attractive even behind bars.''
(13)
The other winning attributes represent aspects of a domestic, feminine stereotype.
Pageants include trials which specifically test domestic abilities; in Prison 10 in
Primorksii Krai, Miss Spring 2007 had to demonstrate her skills in cake decorating:
(10)
From the website of the Deita News Agency, Vladivostock (http://www.deita.ru/?news print,81327,
published online on 9 March 2007).
(11)
Governor of women's prison 14, Yavas, Mordovia (April, 2007).
(12)
Promotional material from the FSIN website, referring to prison 5, Vyshny Volochek, Tver
Oblast (http://www.fsin.su/main/phtml?aid+919).
(13)
Russian national television channel NTV news reporting from prison 10, Primorskii Krai,
broadcast during the television programme Segodnya (`Today') (7 March 2008).
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‘‘The most tasty, and the most difficult decision for the judging panel [comprised
of male prison employees led by the prison governor], was the culinary compet-
ition ... . At this stage of the competition, all the participants practiced their skills
as housewives. You wouldn't see the like of their cakes in the best bakeries. There
was a grand piano made of cream, all kinds of flowers, and unusual fruit and
berries.''
(14)
Pageant prizes reward and encourage feminine virtues. In Mordovia there is a
bouquet of flowers from the regional prison administration (UFSIN Mordovia), and
from the winner's prison. (`` Women like flowers'', the governor of Prison 14 explained.)
In Tver Oblast prizes are more generous;
‘‘The winner received a tiara, and a DVD player with five DVDs of romantic
melodramas.''
(15)
For the losers, there are consolation prizes, including bouquets of flowers, cakes,
cosmetics sets, books and magazines, and the titles `Miss Tenderness', `Miss Smile',
`Miss Grace', `Miss Artistry', `Miss Seamstress', and `Miss Modesty', celebrating tradi-
tionally `passive' feminine virtues and `women's' skills. Sums of money are sometimes
awarded, and, in some prisons, success in the pageant is perceived to represent a
significant degree of participation in the life of the establishmentöenough to consti-
tute grounds for appeal for early release. As if hinting at this association, a local Prison
Service representative on the judging panel at Prison 5 in Tver Oblast told the visiting
press `` the majority of previous winners have already been released.''
(16)
Participation is
viewed by the penal authorities as a positive indicator on a prisoner's record, and can
be used to change her status to `improved conditions'öwhich suggests that women
probably use the pageants instrumentally.
The image projected is that women in each of these prisons take part in these
pageants with enthusiasm. Only one respondent in Mordovia expressed distaste for
them, and, while for some `Miss Spring' is primarily a distraction from the day-to-day
life of the prison, many understand the competition in exactly the way the penal
authorities intendöas a vehicle for expressing femininity which is ultimately validated
by the male gaze.
‘‘I'm part of it. One of the girls, Zhenya, is from my otryad, and I really want her to
win. The preparation has been crazy, and everyone wants to win.''
‘‘This distracts you from daily life. You can try new sensations, experiences, pleasures
and excitement.''
(17)
One potentially dissenting voice is that of Elena, winner of the 2008 pageant in
Chelyabinsk Prison No 5, who in the evening gown round of the contest wore the
standard daily prison uniform of a dark blue skirt and jacket and white headscarf.
Her explanation was:
‘‘All the girls accentuate their beauty in the evening gowns, but I think we shouldn't
ever forget where we are. For that reason I decided to wear my uniform.''
(18)
(14)
From the website of the Deita News Agency,Vladivostock (http://www.deita.ru/?news_print,81327,
published online on 9 March 2007).
(15)
Promotional material from the FSIN website (http://www.fsin.su/main/phtml?aid+919).
(16)
From the website of Life.ru, part of the News Media Group, Moscow (http://www.life.ru, http://
life.ru/news/pr/2850, published online on 9 April 2008).
(17)
Interview responses are from an anonymous audience member, and Yulia Kovrigina, partici-
pant, Primorksii Krai Women's Prison, See the website of the Russian national television channel
NTV (http://news.ntv.ru/127832).
(18)
Promotional material from the FSIN website (http://www.fsin.su/main.phtml?aid=1537).
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This could be interpreted either as Elena constructing an alternative feminine identity
through which to resist the disempowering effects of imprisonment (Bosworth, 1999),
or as an internalisation of the wider discourse of guilt and correction sustained by the
prison systemöthe FSIN press release does not venture its own interpretation. Elena
is willing to take part in the pageant, but does not pretend that it makes her any less
a prisoner, a subject of state control.
Pageants were introduced by FSIN (which emphasises their importance for the
rehabilitation of female prisoners in press releases which translate into effusive media
reports) and are supported by commercial sponsors, nongovernmental organisations
(NGOs), and civil society organisations.
(19)
Widespread media reporting seems to have
aided the commodification of the pageants to a certain degreeösponsors now provide
prizes and other resources, as do some NGOs.
(20)
In Tver in 2005 the pageant featured
participants modelling bridal gowns loaned by the pageant sponsor, and in 2008
evening gowns were borrowed from a local Tver fashion boutique, `Elena's', which
was duly name-checked in media coverage.
(21)
Although Maria Kabbanikh, President
of the Interregional Fund for Prisoner Welfare, and a member of FSIN, has spoken
publicly about the negative effects of institutionalisation on women prisoners in terms
of loss of independence and self-reliance,
(22)
she recently described the beauty pageant
at Vyshnyy Volochek, Tver Oblast, as an important educational activity in the social
rehabilitation of women prisoners,
(23)
and urged other women's prisons to emulate its
success.
(24)
Prisoners' apparent enthusiasm for the pageants is perhaps unsurprising given the
context; prison life revolves around flow control, daily routine, and repetitive work.
At the very least, the pageant is a welcome break from the daily grind, and most
women prisoners appear to internalise the Penal Service's intentions, in terms of
practising and performing their skills of self-presentation, housewifery, and overt
femininityöeven, in the case of the Tver 2005 `Miss Spring', rehearsing their role
as future brides. `Performance' is key here; in a context where women are constantly
on show to each other, whether in communal dormitories, shared washrooms, on
stage during `Miss Spring', or in conversation with Western researchers, watched
by prison guards, each will be wearing a mask. The extent to which refeminisation
is truly internalised was impossible to establish here, especially given the restrictive
nature of the research context. We intend to pursue this issue in further interviews
with released prisoners.
The wholehearted support of prison personnel also helps, and, in some cases,
these performances of gender roles blur the boundaries between `captor' and `pris-
oner'. FSIN has its own annual competition to find the best male and female officers
(19)
NGOs are involved in various aspects of prisons activity in Russia. There are two main prison
NGOs, but others are also involvedöfor example, in financing rehabilitation centres, churches, etc
or in ad hoc activities promoting their own causes, such as HIV awareness. Access to prisons is
strictly controlled by the prison authorities and NGO activities must be approved in advance.
(20)
For example, the NGO A`IDS Foundation East ^West' helped to organise the first beauty pageant
in Vyshny Volochek, Tver Oblast, providing cosmetics as a prize for the inaugural winner. See the
website of the international NGO Aids Foundation East ^West (http://www.afew.org/russian/news.
php?newsid=186, published online 10 March 2006).
(21)
Promotional material from the FSIN website (http://www.fsin.su/main.phtml?aid=1656).
(22)
Interview on the website of the Commission for Social Programmes of the Diocesan Council of
the Russian Orthodox Church in Moscow (http://www.miloserdie.ru/index.php?ss=1&s=6&id=609,
published online on 18 April 2004).
(23)
From the website of theTver Oblast StateTelevision Company (http://tver.rfn.ru/rnews.html?id=12161,
published online 17 March 2005).
(24)
Promotional material from the FSIN website (http://www.fsin.su/main.phtml?aid=1656).
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in an interregional contest.
(25)
Each penal region chooses its c`hampions'. Mordovia
chooses its male representative via the competition `Vivat Ofitser' (Long Live Officers),
which requires male competitors to demonstrate command of penal codes and human
rights legislation, combat readiness, and physical prowess, including running and
unarmed combat. Women officers compete for the title of `Miss UFSIN^Mordovia'
(Miss Federal Penal ServiceöMordovia Administration). The winner must show not
only knowledge of the penal codes, but also e`legance and beauty'.
(26)
In Tver Oblast,
women officers competing for `Miss Pyatyerochka' (Miss Five-Star) are judged not
only on knowledge of penal documents, physical fitness, and pistol shooting, but also
on beauty, acting, choreography, and command of etiquette. Mirroring the prisoner
pageants, the winner receives a crown and a recommendation for promotion, and
consolation prizes go to `Miss Charm' and `Miss Inspiration.'
(27)
The emphasis on beauty extends beyond the pageant itself. The rehabilitation centre
at Mordovian Prison 14 incorporates a salon `` [We have a] hairdresser's so that they
can learn to make themselves look nice'',
(28)
and women prisoners are allowed to wear
cosmetics, a significant privilege which creates an incongruous effect against drab
prison uniforms.
The beauty pageants draw heavily upon women's work within the prisons. The
collective sewing of unique costumes is a key element of the competition, and much
is made of the fact that the women sew these in their own time, using skills they
have learned in the prison sewing factories. Russian prisons have always resembled
commercial enterprises, with work compulsory, and women's prisons commonly incor-
porating sewing factories which produce clothing for the uniformed services, including
prison officers.
(29)
As Piacentini (2004a) has noted, prison labour in Russia has tradi-
tionally been part of the function of the penal institution, and penal labour in the early
post-Soviet period provided for the basic provisioning of prisons when state funding
was in crisis. Price (1977) emphasised that women prisoners' labour tends to be
deployed in performing `female' tasks for the correctional system, and in Russia this
is undoubtedly the case. Although one of the intentions behind teaching women to
sew is to provide them with an employable skill, their abilities are also understood in
the context of traditional female roles. `` Women learn to make their own clothes, and
women with children learn to make babies' clothes.''
(30)
Neatly combining the themes
of youth, beauty, and work, the sewing factory of Berezniki women's prison in Perm'
region, competing for the fifth time in an international exhibition of professional
clothes and footwear, took second place with a `` new collection of clothes made by
the hands of prisoners'' entitled A`nd Forever Young'.
(31)
Beyond the sewing factories, women also commonly work on prison farms, grow-
ing food for their own consumption, and, in Mordovia, they also paint matryoshka
nesting dolls for general sale. The dolls, displayed and given as gifts to official visitors,
tell a romantic story. A common feature of each is a depiction of a beautiful young girl
with a long braid of golden hair, wearing the traditional Russian kokoshnik headdress
(25)
As Waters (1993, page 131) has noted, beauty contests quickly became institutionalised in Russia
under perestroika. It should come as no surprise to hear that the prison service holds such
contests, given that they were taking place within the KGB as early as 1990.
(26)
Dubrava, local newspaper of the Mordovian Prison Service (December 2006, page 3).
(27)
Promotional material from the FSIN website (http://www.fsin.su/main.phtml?aid=1554).
(28)
Governor, Prison 14, Mordovia (April 2007).
(29)
Unlike their male counterparts, female prisons have near-full employment.
(30)
Governor, Prison 14, Mordovia (April 2007).
(31)
From the website of the Russian News and Information Agency (http://www.rian.ru/kaleidoscope/
20060228/43818328-print.html).
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(Pushkareva, 1992), who contemplates scenes from a love story which unfolds on each
nested doll. The setting for the story is a traditional Russian silver birch forest
in the spring (conveyed by images of flowers and butterflies). The same blonde girl is
pictured, with head uncovered, walking by the shores of a lake, searching for a young
man. He is pictured passively reclining on the lake shore, sitting pensively on some
rocks, and, when she finally finds him, listlessly playing a flute. The kokoshnik is
evidently the marriage headdress of the girl recollecting her own love story. One
reading of these images is simply the perceived centrality of marriage in a woman's life,
but another highlights the necessity for marriage, and the active role of the woman in
seeking a partneröthe implicit message of prison rehabilitation.
However, a woman must not simply win a man; she must also take care of him,
and women's domestic skills are developed via specific rehabilitative techniques. In
Mordovia the role of women as homemakers is particularly well rehearsed, with lace
curtains hanging at the end of the bunk beds and at the windows of exemplary otryady,
and in the emphasis placed on providing women in the months before their release
with the skills that equip them to fulfil the traditional gender role. Prison 14 has a
rehabilitation unit with a specially equipped kitchen:
‘‘They learn to use a washing machine, because some of them have never used one
before. And they have to learn to cook, so that they can make meals for their
husband or future husband.''
(32)
Somewhat ironically, the cooking instructor is a male ex-navy cheföan example
of the masculine institution rescripting women in the traditional female role? A sign in
the rehabilitation centre reinforces the message: ``A woman's job is to keep the house
clean.'' As a culmination of the rehabilitation process, women approaching release
cook a celebratory meal for the prison governor and his deputies. Held in the rehabil-
itation centre, it recreates a domestic setting recalling the roles of husband and wife.
There must be a clean tablecloth and flowers on the table, and the meal is one of the
prisoner's own devising.
The message about homemaking skills is communicated as part of a pervasive
discourse which blames women for having destroyed the family through their criminal
behaviour. `` She [the prisoner] is responsible for the destruction of her family''.
(33)
The
issues of dysfunctional families and domestic violence are not explicitly discussed:
‘‘Dysfunctional families? Well, we reassure the women that everything will be alright,
and we send them back again.''
(34)
The unspoken sentiment seemed to be that the way to domestic harmony was for
the woman to be a better wife and motheröas if somehow this would prevent her
husband from beating her, and, therefore, prevent her from attacking him and finding
herself serving time in Mordovia.
With its otryady, sewing factories, and canteen, the prison is devoid of truly private
spaces. As Al'pern (2004, page 25) has written:
‘‘This is a life deprived of privacy. Women have to live their lives in public space, in
front of other peopleöday and night. These other people are not your relatives and
therefore they cannot create an intimate milieu, or protect you or make you feel
comfortable. ... It's like living in a town square, the high street or a supermarket.''
However, the prison's internal carceral spaces and the rules governing access to them
facilitate the performance of different aspects of femininity. The long-visit hostel just inside
the prison gate resembles a domestic interior, with a communal kitchen, a television room,
and private bedrooms off a central corridor with wallpaper and potted plants. A liminal
(32)
Governor, Prison 14, Mordovia (April 2007).
(33)
Senior prison officer, Prison 2, Mordovia (April 2007).
(34)
Head of prisoner education, Prison 2, Mordovia (April 2007).
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space between prison and home, it acts as a theatre for the performance of the
domestic role by the visited woman. The Dom Materii (mother and child unit) has a
small garden, out of bounds to prisoners other than the mothers of children inside. The
sound of children at play filters through the high garden fence which faces the prisoners'
recreation area, and the exterior of the fence is painted with cartoon characters, as if
as a reminder, to the women outside, of the domestic motherhood of which they are
deprived, and to which they should aspire.
Longing
`Lipstick' and `lace' are thrown into sharp relief by the dour greyness of prison
architecture and the brutality of life behind the barbed wire fences but, at one level,
there is nothing remarkable about this emphasis; it is simply an example of Russian
society's understanding of women's role writ large. At another level, however, they
reflect deeper anxieties about the effect of incarceration on women's sexual identities.
The importance of the male gaze and of women's role as wives and mothers extends
into the carceral state's view of same-sex relationships. There is a culture of denial and
condemnation of lesbianism in Russian prisons, associated with its interpretation as a
form of defeminisation, and growing out of a sense of disgust towards same-sex
relations prevalent in the Soviet Gulag (see Kuntsman, forthcoming). Abramkin
presents the issue of lesbian relationships and the kind of masculine ^ feminine or
`butch ^ femme' partnerships widely reported in women's prisons (see, for example,
Dirsuweit, 1999; Gaillombardo, 1966; Owen, 1998; Ward and Kassebaum, 1964) as an
unfortunate by-product of women's innate nature:
‘‘The most important problem for women prisoners is that the female nature has
no mechanism for compensating for the loss of freedom. A man in prison will join
in the social struggle, the struggle for leadership and a place in the informal
prisoner hierarchies. Women, who do not have such a mechanism, have a need to
somehow recreate the world they have left behind, and they try to do this artifi-
cially. It is not so much a sexual problem, as an attempt to restore what has been
lost. And consequently some women start to play the role of men, and sometimes
young women become `children' in families which are created'' (emphasis in
original).
(35)
If this constitutes a subtle denial of the legitimacy of lesbianism as a sexual
preference then a female prison guard in Novosibirsk is entirely unambiguous:
‘‘Lesbianism, firstly, is a malicious infringement of Article 116 part 1 [of the Criminal
Code].We know what is going on here. I know my own otryad. If I sense that there are
those kinds of feelings between people, I warn them. Sometimes, maybe one of them
would be transferred to a different otryad.When it is very serious we punish it. Either
by isolation or punishment cells.You know, for me love between women does not exist.
I don't understand it. Maybe I don't condemn it, but for me it just doesn't exist.''
(36)
Innate in the female consciousness, it seems, is an urge towards heterosexual
domesticity and motherhood, which is mutated by the defeminising environment of
prison into a d`eviant' form of sexual behaviour. While partially echoing the perceptions
of Giallombardo (1966) in seeing same-sex relationships as a response to isolation within a
formal organisation, these opinions appear to deny the existence of `institutional homo-
sexuality' (where an inmate has his or her first homosexual experience in prison and
returns to heterosexuality on release), instead viewing any deviation from heterosexuality
(35)
Abramkin, Moscow Centre for Prison Reform, speaking to Christina Gorelik on Radio Freedom,
14 May 2003 (http://www.hro.org/editions/press/0503/19/19050303.htm).
(36)
Interview with Tatyana Lauks, guard at Prison 9 in Novosibirsk, as part of the Radio Freedom
broadcast, 14 May 2003 (http://www.hro.org/editions/press/0503/19/19050303.htm).
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as a permanently defeminising, but not necessarily sexual, shift. Lesbianism itself is either
denied altogether, or understood as something dangerous which can and must be remedied
through direct punishment, and through the encouragement and celebration of traditional
feminine virtues which will reorient women towards the primacy of the male gaze and their
innate and `natural' heteronormative role of wife and mother.
In Mordovia lace curtains, along with potted plants, framed pictures of flowers and
landscapes, and pastel colours in the prisoners' living accommodation, were described
as a means to `` keep them feminine''.
(37)
Here, relationships between women are
described as a `temporary phenomenon' that will pass once women reenter society,
but only in the context of preventative intervention from the prison authorities. One
former detachment head related the story of a lesbian relationship that endured; after
one of the women was released, she used to come for months afterwards and stand on
a hill above the prison trying to catch a glimpse of her lover. The officer recounted this
story as the exception that proved the rule and reassured us that the prison had ended
the relationship by banning any correspondence between the women.
The rehabilitation of women prisoners via the `social therapy' of the Miss Spring
beauty pageants and preparation for a domestic role is, therefore, prefigured by an
assumption that on release women will return to, or seek, a heteronormative domestic
arrangementöthat a husband (and children) await them. Again, the practices of prison
officers reinforce this stereotype. In Mordovia we found that these prison guards,
`reeducators', psychologists, medical staff, and social workers are themselves c`aptives'
of the carceral state, living in small, isolated, close-knit rural communities established
from the 1930s to serve the Gulag and today entirely dependent upon the prisons for
their livelihood. Within these communities of prison service employees, adherence to
`neo-Soviet', `traditional' gender sensibilities is striking, and actively encouraged by
the local penal administration through a discourse of patriotism and service. The
separation of women prisoners from their homes and families, combined with their
exposure to members of this `Soviet Stepford' community, accentuates the refeminisa-
tion inherent in the processes of female rehabilitation. When interviewing female
officers in Mordovia, we were struck by the level of adherence to the ideal of the
nuclear family, and by descriptions of their `traditional' female role within it. Although
there is a small number of female prison governors elsewhere in Russia, the highest
position to which women officers have risen in Mordovia's prisons is deputy governor.
When we asked why, the answer we received was:
‘‘I could never be a prison governor, because as a woman my first responsibility is
to my husband and family. That is a role for a man.''
(38)
These ideals were projected directly onto the women prisoners, distilling the female
gender down to domestic motherhood: ``A woman must be with her family,''
(39)
``A
woman is a mother and she wants to be at home.''
(40)
However, consideration of men
was curiously absent.
Prisoners' home lives are scarcely discussed, and fathers are largely excluded from
the prison's pervasive discourses of motherhood. The Dom Materii at Prison 2 in
Mordovia represented an all-female environment for child-rearing, and although
photomontage posters of children under the motto ``and we are already home!'' (having
reached three years of age) were commonplace, fathers were entirely absent from these
and countless other aspirational images which depicted scenes of domestic mother-
hood. Although in Mordovia our survey of ninety female prisoners found that 42%
(37)
Governor, Prison 2, Mordovia (April 2007).
(38)
Senior female prison officer, Prison 2, Mordovia (April 2007).
(39)
Senior female prison officer, Prison 2, Mordovia (April 2007).
(40)
Head of otryad, Prison 2, Mordovia (April 2007).
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were currently married (although not necessarily living with their spouse at the time
of arrest), none of the prisoners we spoke with had managed to sustain long-term
relationships since their incarceration, and their plans for the future after release did
not prioritise relationships with men. While they expressed a longing to be reunited
with `family', what they largely had in mind was their own mother and/or their
children; men did not figure much in our conversations. Plans for the future, for those
who described them, centred on collecting their children, and getting a job in order to
take care of them. None mentioned reunion with her husband or partner.
The Russian Penal Code recognises the importance of supporting family relation-
ships while prisoners are serving sentences, but this good intention is often negated by
the practical difficulties involved, and hampered by the context of imprisonment. In
Mordovia, our respondents almost all reported receiving letters, parcels, or telephone
calls from friends and family on the outside. However, the vast majority of respondents
were never visited in person, and those who were received fewer than three visits per
year on average. Serving sentences of between eighteen months and ten years, with the
average sentence being five and a half years, this meant that prisoners could at best
expect face-to-face contact with their loved ones only a handful of times during their
incarceration. A major reason for this lack of direct contact is the geography of imprison-
ment (Moran, 2004; Pallot, 2005; 2007). Respondents were domiciled (ie had their
registered place of residence) in twenty-two different regions of the Russian Federation,
covering most of European Russia and West Siberia. The average distance from home
was around 500 km, although some had travelled five times that distance. Visits are
possible, either short (a few hours' meeting across a glass screen) or long (conjugal visits
of up to three days' duration in a hostel within the prison) although they are costly for
the visitor. The time and cost of travel from distant regions of the Federation, as well
as the expense of overnight accommodation either at the prison hostel or nearby, and of
food and gifts, has to be considered, and visits are potentially emotionally traumatic for
both parties.
The women we spoke with in Mordovia expressed feelings of being locked up `in
the middle of nowhere'. For some, the geographical location was irrelevant, but others
told us that they would choose a longer sentence in a prison nearer home rather than a
shorter sentence in Mordovia. This desire was especially strong where young children
were involved, although none of our respondents was keen to see her child drawn into
the orbit of the prison. `Svetlana', halfway through a ten-year sentence for murder, is an
example. She had chosen not to tell her two sons (being looked after by their grand-
mother) where she was, explaining her absence as a kommandirovka, an extended
business trip. Seryozha, the eldest, was eight when Svetlana was imprisoned, and
now thirteen, she feared that he had guessed the truth. He no longer asked where she
was when they spoke on the telephone.
Resistance
The picture of refeminisation evident from our study of Mordovia and media repre-
sentations of other women's prisons suggests an unquestioning internalisation of the
discourses of femininity perpetuated by the prison officers in their small rural com-
munities, for consumption and reenactment by women prisoners. The female body,
which loses its `docility' through criminality and incarceration, seems to be compre-
hensively rescripted through the processes of rehabilitation; there appears to be little to
resemble Bosworth's (1999) resistance to this disempowerment. However, we argue that
this is only one interpretation of our observations.
Although women prisoners perform docile femininity in the prisons through
participation in domestic skills training and the spectacle of the beauty pageant, things
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are not what they seem. In truth, in a country where one woman is killed every hour
through domestic violence,
(41)
many of these women come from dysfunctional families
with histories of drug, alcohol, and physical abuse. One third of our survey sample had
previous criminal convictions or had previously served a custodial sentence, and more
than two thirds were serving time for violent, sexual, or drug-related offences. Many
came from urban centres such as Moscow, Ulianovsk, Sverdlovsk, and Novosibirsk,
where women's lives are very different from those of well-paid prison officers in secure
jobs, living in the rural forest villages of Mordovia, which they described as clean,
crime-free and idyllic. Few have meaningful relationships with the fathers of their
children. In short, they are far shrewder about the realities of life in modern Russia
than the prison officers who rehabilitate them, and while they may enjoy `Miss Spring'
and cooking classes as welcome distractions from everyday prison life, as their future
plans revealed, they are under no illusions that heteronormative domestic bliss awaits
them on the outside. These women understand that in modern Russia they cannot rely
on a man to provide for them, no matter how pretty they are or how well they keep the
house. Returning to a job market prejudiced against hiring women since the economic
collapse of the early 1990s privileged men's labour, where pregnancy and motherhood are
grounds for dismissal rather than qualities to be celebrated, and where job advertisements
have explicitly requested that young women applicants send full-body photographs and
come for interview in miniskirts, they are under no illusion as to the utility of beauty.
As we revisit the observations outlined above, cracks begin to show in the appa-
rently astonishingly consistent picture of refeminisation. Elena's subversion of Miss
Koloniya by wearing her prison uniform rather than an evening gown, suggestions
of the prevalence of same-sex relationships in women's prisons, the deafening silence
on the subject of male partners on the part of our research respondents, and the
absence of men from the Mordovian Dom Materii can all be read as attempts to resist
disempowerment and to construct alternative feminine identities on the part of Russian
women prisoners. Dom Materii may, in fact, be a site within the prison where, when
faced with the living embodiment of `failed' relationships (prison children with absent
fathers), prison authorities are unable to sustain the fac° ade.
Concluding remarks
As discussed earlier, the nature of research on and within the Russian prison service
means that these glimpses of the discourses beneath the surface are all that can so far
be revealed. It is clear, however, that being in prison can be a brutal experience, as
revealed by the conditions of the prisoner transport, and for women who transgress
prison rules there are punishment cells, deprivation of privileges, or special dormito-
ries for `problem cases' (Al'pern, 2001; Piacentini et al, forthcoming). The findings of
this paper raise as many questions as they answer, and our experience in Mordovia has
convinced us that pursuing our questions with released prisoners will be a fruitful line
of enquiry. We plan a series of such interviews in the near future.
As to the gendered nature of women's imprisonment in Russia, there is much that
is progressive, from the possibility of conjugal visits, to the opportunity for infants to
live with their mothers in prison. However, it is vital to observe that the need for these
arises out of the punitiveness of the courts, and Russia's penal geography. Imprisoning
fewer women, for less time, and closer to home would make maintaining family ties
much easier. These changes are currently resisted by the carceral state for political and
financial reasons, rooted in the cost of providing social services and alternatives to
(41)
This is an average figure based on 9000 deaths in 2003, figures from the Moscow Helsinki
Group (2005).
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custody and of relocating prisons, and in resisting the vested interests of employees
of the prison service, embedded in their penal heartland. But resistance may also be
related to a (mistaken) belief among Russia's policy makers that prisoner reeducation,
which for women includes refeminisation, can best be done by a state embodied by the
prison officer.
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